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The reason I pulled
you over is ...
I need you to resize
my ring.

MARKETING

BRINGING SEXY
BACK TO EMAIL
How to make the top-performing
digital medium work for your
store. / BY ANGIE ASH

Another routine traffic stop.
T H AT ’ S C O O L
ADVICE FROM AMERICA’S
COOLEST STORES

BE CREATIVE ABOUT
STAFF PERKS
At The Gem Gallery in Bozeman,
MT, owner Don Baide knows
that the road just outside his
office tempts his staff to play
hooky (known in ski country as
“white flu”), since it leads directly to a ski hill. So if the sales
floor is covered and the job box
is empty, the staff is free to
take a powder day. Baide also
treats staff members and their
families to dinner and a room at
Chico Hot Springs for the annual
Christmas party.
The Gem Gallery was INSTORE’s
featured Cool Store in April 2016. See
our full America’s Coolest Store archives at instoremag.com/coolstores.

it’s a new year, and with it
comes new technology on the horizon. What will be the shiny
penny everyone talks about
this year? The buzzword
that will soon be overused? With all the sexy
marketing techniques
catching eyes and turning
heads, flashing everyone with
a glimpse of something provocative
and intriguing, it’s easy to forget
about the tried-and-true way to
connect to your customers: email.
The thing with email is that it’s
been around for a LONG time, but
like a great relationship, it’s on you
to keep it fresh and interesting. The
problem is that a lot of retailers get
their efforts diverted by that shiny
new penny that promises a lot of
eyeballs exposed to your message.
But here’s the thing. Email
works amazingly well, especially in
today’s distraction-prone reality.
So well, I consider it to be every
retailer’s must-do. I mean, let’s look
at it on a basic level. Schools send
it out. Employers send it out. And
just about any online retailer, subscription-based service or social
channel requires you to provide an
email address to sign up.
Email is reliable at its core. As
long as the address provided is
legit, if you send it, they will receive
it. Moreover, we know email
works. In a 2017 Email Marketing
Industry report by email platform
Emma, 47 percent of marketers
state that email generated more

ROI than any other digital channel,
and 58 percent plan to increase
spending on email over the
next year. Salesforce’s State
of Marketing report also
shows a 106 percent
growth in the B2C email
channel in just two years.
How can you make your
emails more effective? After
all, you want them to open it and
click it. Offer value. It’s not always
about the sale, but offering help.
If you sell something, you may
make a customer today, but if you
help someone, that’s relationship
building. We tried this with our
clients at Fruchtman by mixing a
content-based, tips-related email
into their monthly blasts to great
effect — huge open percentages
and amazing click-through rates to
the landing pages.
OK, and how to bring sexy back
to email? Ahem. First of all, don’t
take this digital medium for granted. Test subject lines and different
times of day to see what works
best. Incorporate a great review,
a Facebook post, or an Instagram
photo that got a lot of engagement
into an email. Keep thinking outside the box and get out of autopilot
mode. By keeping these tactics in
mind, your email strategy has a
great chance of being the shining
star it should be and needs to be in
2018. You’ll find email still has it
going on.
angie@fruchtman.com

all the money you make starts
with your sales manager. When
it comes to earning, everything
except a phone call starts at the
front door.
Here are your sales manager’s top
priorities:
1. Responsible for opening and
closing the store, as well as knowing and teaching security rules
and procedures.
2. Should possess GIA knowledge
of diamonds and gemstones.
3. Responsible for sales growth, as
well as net profit.
4. Set weekly, monthly and yearly
sales goals for each salesperson
and the store.
5. Conduct monthly reviews for
each salesperson’s performance.
6. Maintain an “up system” or
rotation so the “sweet spot” is
always covered.
7. Responsible for all absolutes
(e.g., everyone is greeted within
five seconds, everyone not sold is
team-sold or T.O.’ed, sales team
tries for add-on with every sale).
8. Wow every customer. A client
will forget what you say or what
you do but they’ll never forget
how they’re treated.
9. Make sure every salesperson
gets the client’s preferred form of
communication.
10. Make sure each salesperson
walks each client to the door.
11. Be sure proper information
is gathered for clienteling and
follow-up.
12. Track closing ratios and dis-

SALES

YOUR SALES
FLOOR, MANAGED
To maximize your sales,
you must first maximize your sales
manager. / BY SHANE DECKER

cuss success of the team with the
owner.
13. Teach proper negotiating standards if
your store negotiates.
14. Work with the
inventory manager on
fast-selling items and old
inventory.
15. Store floor cleanliness and
neatness.
16. Handle unhappy clients.
17. Run weekly sales meetings.

ness.
21. Set standards for corporate

sales (if you do them).
22. Set up replacement
with insurance companies.
23. Hire and fire all salespeople as necessary.
24. Teach and set standsards for
professionalism
25. They can walk in on a sale
uninvited, but they don’t put their
name on the salesperson’s ticket.

floor with who’s waiting on whom,
do they need an assist, do they
need a team-sell or T.O., and no
salesperson is left stranded.
29. Inventory case counts
30. Organization of the sales floor
(tools, pens, lab reports).
31. Make sure case displays are
changed periodically.
32. Scheduling.
33. Develop sales and incentive
program for sales staff.
34. Develop programs for client
retention.
35. Set up vendor training sessions.
A sales manager should earn a
salary, but they can earn bonuses
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Make sure the team is trained on writing up repairs accurately
and realizing every repair client is an opportunity.
19. Train all new salespeople with
the understanding that the learning curve in our industry is three
years.
20. Train one-on-one with all
salespeople in their areas of weak-

26. They promote recognition,
accomplishment and jobs well
done.
27. They handle conflicts between
team members.
28. Monitor the sales team on the

based on net profit and increase
in sales over year before. They
should not have an office — the
sales floor is their office.
sdecker@ex-sell-ence.com

